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An optimization model for selecting a product family
and designing its supply chain

Jacques Lamothe *, Khaled Hadj-Hamou, Michel Aldanondo

Industrial Engineering Center, Ecole des Mines d’Albi-Carmaux, Campus Jarlard, Route de Teillet, 81013Albi CT Cedex 09, France

Abstract

When designing a new family of products, designers and manufacturers must define the product family and its sup-
ply chain simultaneously. At the very first step of the design process, designers propose various solutions for the set of
variants of a product family and their bill-of-materials. The second step is to select some of these variants while choos-
ing the architecture of the supply chain. A mixed integer linear programming model is investigated that optimizes the
operating cost of the resulting supply chain while choosing the product variants. This work is applied to the problem of
an automotive supplier.

Keywords: Supply chain management; Product family design; Supply chain design; Mixed integer linear programming (MILP)

1. Introduction

Nowadays, the growing demand for customizable or configurable products involves an increasing num-
ber of product variants and a growing complexity of products while controlling the product costs and the
customer lead-time. This task becomes more difficult when the supply chain layout has a significant influ-
ence on operating costs. Consequently, when designing a new product family, a consistent approach is nec-
essary to quickly define a set of product variants and their relevant supply chain, in order to guarantee the
customer satisfaction and to minimize the total operating cost of the global supply chain.

This paper proposes a design approach that allows to define simultaneously a product family and its sup-
ply chain while facing a customer demand with a large diversity. Between ‘‘Product Design’’ and ‘‘Supply
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Chain Management ’’, our simultaneous approach is closely related to the field of ‘‘Concurrent Engineering’’
[25] and more accurately to a ‘‘Design For X (DFX)’’ approach [15], where X is the Supply Chain.

Design For Supply Chain (DFSC) or Design For Logistics (DFL) basics have been defined by Lee in
[16,17]. These works underlined various interests in adapting the design of a product family in order to en-
hance the costs and lead-time of a given supply chain. They mainly quantify how the manufactured diver-
sity can be decreased and the consequences on safety stocks cut down thanks to the following means:
various kinds of postponement of a product variant (time, place or form postponement) [17,18], product
and process modularization or standardization [7], operation reversals that cause a component reversal
in the bills-of-materials [19]. More recently, Van Hoek [26] synthesized the developments of postponement
applied to a supply chain. Anderson [1] and Pine II [24] also underlined the integration of these concepts in
order to propose mass-customizable products.

Our purpose is to help the designers of a product family in making design choices and evaluating the
consequences of their choices on the layout of the supply chain that will deliver the products.

Therefore, we consider a two-step iterative process (Fig. 1):

• The first step, the bill-of-materials provider step, easily and quickly defines error free bill-of-materials for
a set of pre-identified customer requirements. It is a pure product design process. It is only considered at
the preliminary design step that deals with some design principles and product architectures. It generates
many product variants so that a selection can be made in the second step.

• The second step optimizes the compromise ‘‘over equipment cost/reference management cost’’, through
the simultaneous selection of (i) the supply chain (where to manufacture, to assemble and to store) and
(ii) the product variants of the product family.

The process is interactive because knowing the product variants selected at the second step can help the
product designers in adjusting, during the first step, the design principles and the set of customer
requirements.

Our purpose in this paper is not to explain how to handle the first step. But an example of a tool for
supporting the bill-of-materials process using the analogy with a configuration process can be found in
[14]. We focus on the second step, and therefore it is necessary to specify:

• how to depict, through a generic bill-of-materials, the product diversity resulting from the first step (Sec-
tion 2);

• the model that enables to make the various choices (Section 3).

Finally an application dealing with the design of a wiring harness family for a car manufacturer will be
depicted in Section 4.
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Fig. 1. A two-step iterative process for product family and supply chain design.



2. Defining the generic bill-of-materials

2.1. Modeling the product and design diversities

Demand diversity can be considered from various points of view: the customer or functional one, the
product or physical one, and the supply chain or process one.

From the functional point of view, the diversity refers to the set of requirements that a customer can
express. Each requirement is derived in a series of ordered service levels (service level 1 ! service level
2 ! " " " ! service level n). These service levels distinguish levels of complexity and cost in order to obtain
the function. For example, the service levels of the function ‘‘car window lifter’’ can vary from ‘‘manual
lifter’’ up to ‘‘electrical lifter with alarm and pinch protection’’. Consequently, the customer diversity comes
from the combinatory gathering all the service levels relevant to the multiple requirements: the set
{(requirement, service level)} defines the market needs that must be covered by the product family.

From the product point of view, a product family is a set of physical product variants and is defined in
order to fulfill the market needs. A product variant fulfills all of the requirements with a given specific ser-
vice level. Moreover, a product variant is split up into components based on its bill-of-materials. The phys-
ical diversity usually refers to the cardinal of this product family or to the cardinal of the set of components.
As we consider an order relation between the service levels of each requirement, a partial order relation also
exists between the product variants within a product family: a Variant V1 is greater than a Variant V2, if,
for each requirement, the service level of V1 is greater than the service level of V2.

Now, let us consider a given customer demand defined by a set of service levels, one per functional
requirement: demand = {(requirement, demanded service level)}. There may not exist in the product family
a product that exactly matches the demanded service levels. But the interest of the producer remains to sat-
isfy this demand at the lowest cost and thus as close as possible to the demanded service levels. Conse-
quently, the demand will be fulfilled by the smallest variant (in the sense of the partial relation of order)
that over-satisfies all the demanded service levels. Another consequence is that a product family must at
least contain one variant that exactly matches all the functional requirements at the maximal service level
so that any demand can be over-satisfied by this variant. This means that it is not necessary to manufacture
all the possible variants: one can select the variants to manufacture in order to satisfy all the functional
diversity at the lowest global cost (or at the maximal profit).

Fig. 2 depicts the design challenge in a case with 2 requirements and 3 service levels. There can be 9 vari-
ants (Variant x Æ y satisfies Requirement 1 at the Service Levels 1/x and Requirement 2 at the Service Levels
2/y). In practice, it is not possible to manufacture all the variants because of the combinatory size
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Fig. 2. The design challenge.



(V requirements with W service levels lead WV variants). But the Variant 3.3 is necessary because it enables
to over-satisfy any demand. So the design challenge is to select some of these variants and design their bill-
of-materials.

The design diversity is therefore the diversity of choices in order to define the set of variants, their asso-
ciated service levels, and their bill-of-materials. The systematic approach defined by Pahl and Beitz [22] is
usually adopted for designing a product. The first step consists in choosing design principles. These design
principles are technical and technological choices and the definition of a product family architecture. The
architecture defines the types of sub-assemblies, their technology, and their relations.

In order to design the architecture of a product family two main strategies are identified which we call
‘‘market-segment oriented’’ strategy and ‘‘modular’’ strategy. Next sub-sections detail how to describe the
result of such design strategies.

2.1.1. Market segment design strategy
The market segment strategy works on a restricted list of market segments usually defined by a market-

ing department. A market segment is characterized by fixing a specific service level for each of the func-
tional requirements. Then a variant is designed in order to fulfill a specified market segment. As several
design principles can be applied to the same market segment, several admissible variants can be obtained
per market segment. Moreover, as market segments are defined as a set of service levels of the requirements,
a partial order relation between the market segments also exists.

In the case of the example with 2 requirements and 3 service levels, Fig. 3 depicts the result of a design
process in which only 4 market segments have been selected among the 9 possible ones. Several design prin-
ciples have been applied to the market segments MS1 (3 principles) and MS4 (2 principles), and corre-
sponding variants are obtained (notation: Variant V-i denotes the design principle number ‘‘i’’ for the
variant ‘‘V’’).

The bold arrows depict the order relations on the market segments. Therefore a variant designed for the
market segment MS2 can also over-satisfy the needs of MS1.

Demand will always be expressed on the four market segments (MS1, . . . ,MS4). But the design choices
that remain finally are:

• whether to over-satisfy a market segment with a variant designed for an upper market segment;
• to select a variant among the designed ones for the not over-satisfied market segments.
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Fig. 3. Result of a bill-of-materials generation process throughout a market segment strategy.



In the example, an extreme decision can be to only manufacture either Variant 3.3-1 or Variant 3.3-2 in
order to satisfy all the market segments.

2.1.2. Modular design strategy
The second strategy aims at adopting modular principles. This strategy appears to be essential in order

to design mass-customizable products [1,7,24]. The principle is to design at least one module variant per
functional requirement and per service level so that any demand can be fulfilled with the assembly of
the desired module variants. This modular principle forces: (i) to design a standard platform on which
any modular variant can be assembled; (ii) to define standard interfaces between the module variants
and the standard platform.

Moreover, modules are supposed to be independent so that many design principles can be applied to a
same service level and thus many equivalent module variants are obtained.

Fig. 4 depicts the result of a modular strategy for the same 2 requirements and 3 service levels example.
In that case, 2 different design principles have been applied to the requirement 2 with the service level 2
(notation: Module V/W-i denotes the design principle number ‘‘i’’ for the Requirement V with a service
level W).

The bold arrows represent the order relation on the service levels. Therefore the module 1/2 designed for
the service level SL1/2 can also over-satisfy the needs of SL1/1.

Demand will always be expressed on the six service levels (SL1/1, . . . , SL2/3). But the design choices that
remain finally are:

• whether to over-satisfy a service level with a module designed for a higher service level;
• to select a module among the designed ones for the not over-satisfied service levels.

In the example, an extreme decision can be to only manufacture modules 1/3 and 2/3 in order to satisfy all
the market segments.

2.1.3. Mixed market segment and modular design strategies
Market segment and modular design strategies can be mixed in order to reach a compromise between

over-equipment costs, over-satisfaction costs and management costs.
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Fig. 4. Example of result of a bill-of-materials generation process throughout a modular strategy.



In a market segment oriented strategy, some market segments have common service levels for several
requirements. A designer may be interested in developing variants for these market segments that share
common modular components.

Reciprocally, during a modular design strategy a designer can find cheaper to design a module that
simultaneously fulfills a subset of functional requirements. Therefore, the designer should define market
segments and thus module variants for this subset of customer requirements.

These approaches can be frequently observed in various markets. For instance, household electrical
appliance families are usually decomposed into market segments; personal computer families are much
more modular; while automotive families come from a compromise between market segment and modular
approaches: a car is usually defined according to a market range level, such as bottom, middle and luxury
but also sport and touring, plus some optional requirements (color, road map computer, loudspeaker,
motor).

Fig. 5 is an example of a mixed design strategy of the examples of Figs. 3 and 4. The market segment
MS1, MS2 and MS3 have been gathered within a single market segment MS123 which is defined through-
out a modular approach. This approach allows to fulfill a demand gathering {(Requirement 1, Service
Level 1/2); (Requirement 2, Service Level 2/2)} that was not offered in Fig. 3.

The design choices that remain finally are:

• whether to over-satisfy MS123 with a variant designed for MS4;
• whether to over-satisfy SL1/1 or SL2/1 with a module designed for SL1/2 or SL2/2 if MS123 is not over-
satisfied;

• to select a module or a variant among the designed ones for the not over-satisfied service levels or mar-
ket-segments.

2.1.4. Consequences on product diversity: Two decisions
The result of the bill-of-materials design process appears to be a tree decomposition of the market needs

(throughout the unbold arrows).
The nodes of the upper part of the tree identifies subsets of couples (requirement, service levels). These

nodes correspond with either market segments, or requirements or couples (requirement, service level).
They depict the functional offer that is proposed to the customers.
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The leafs of this tree are the bill-of-materials (BOM), that correspond with either a module or a variant.
A module is the result of a design principle matching a service level of a requirement. A variant is the result
of a design principle matching a market segment. They depict the technical solution that matches the pre-
vious functional offer.

Moreover, from the original order relation between the service levels of the functional requirements,
order relations between market segments or service levels (bold arrows) appear. Looking for example at
the link between MS123 ! MS4 in Fig. 5, the order relation expresses: if necessary a variant designed
for the market segment MS4 can fulfill the market segment MS123.

Consequently, two types of manufacturing decisions must be taken:

• using the order relation between market segments or service levels, one must choose whether some will
be over-satisfied and therefore the corresponding variants or modules will not be manufactured;

• when several design principles have been applied, one must choose one of the resulting bill-of-materials.

2.2. The generic bill-of-materials (G-BOM)

During a planning process, the bill-of-materials is used in order to compute net requirement of items
given the demand of final products. Here, a generic bill-of-materials (G-BOM) expresses the admissible
ways to distribute the market needs into the designed elements.

The G-BOM is a directed tree, in which nodes refer to items and arc values refer to the necessary quan-
tity of child item per parent item. To match the extension of a classical bill-of-materials, the key idea is to
add new notions of ‘‘logical item’’ versus ‘‘physical item’’ and ‘‘exclusive OR’’ node versus usual ‘‘AND’’
node.

• An ‘‘exclusive OR’’ node is introduced to show that one and only one item must be selected among all
the child items of the node. It allows representing the choice of existence of a child item. An ‘‘AND’’
node expresses that all its child items must be gathered in order to make it.

• A logical item is only necessary for the G-BOM expression. It comes from the product design approach
that has been taken. Due to its logical meaning, it can neither be manufactured, nor stored, nor shipped.
During a planning process, it allows to compute a net required quantity coming from its parent items
that must be fulfilled by child items. Conversely, a physical item can be stored, manufactured or shipped.
A logical item is mostly used in order to formalize either the market, or a subset of requirements, or the
result of a choice between design and over-satisfaction alternatives.

• An arc value is usually 1 except when it expresses a market segmentation of the requirement of the parent
item.

Fig. 6 shows the generic bill-of-materials corresponding to the result of the product design process de-
picted in Fig. 5. The ‘‘Variants’’, ‘‘Module’’ and ‘‘BOM’’ items are physical as they can be manufactured if
they are selected. The ‘‘Sub-assembly’’ item has been added. It depicts the assembly of modular components
and therefore is also physical.

The values on the arcs between ‘‘Market’’ and the market segments items (‘‘MS123’’ or ‘‘MS4’’) express
an estimated market share between market segments. Those between requirement items (‘‘Req1’’ for exam-
ple) and the service level items (‘‘SL1/1’’ or ‘‘SL1/2’’) express estimated demand decomposition on the ser-
vice levels.

Therefore, when the ‘‘OR’’ choices are made one can express how a market volume induces net require-
ments on the selected BOM articles. Note that the ‘‘OR’’ choices are supposed to be hidden from the



customers and consequently do not change the functional diversity offered. So, the market shares do not
depend on the choices made.

The goal of the model of the next section is to make these ‘‘OR’’ choices while designing a supply chain.

3. Supply chain and product family optimization

In this section, we define a MILP (mixed integer linear programming) model that optimizes the supply
chain design, processes a generic bill-of-materials (G-BOM) and therefore identifies the product family. We
therefore define a tool that supports the second step of our global approach (see Fig. 1).

Among the works dealing with supply chain design [5,11,12], strategic planning is interested in optimiz-
ing the layout of a complete supply chain. Basically, the strategic design of a supply chain decides about or
quantifies (i) the existence, location and capacity of facilities, (ii) the shipping channels to use and (iii) the
product flows in order to minimize the supply chain total costs.

Many models have been formulated for this problem, called GSCM (Global Supply Chain Model). One
of the earliest papers [8] presents an algorithm based on Benders decomposition to solve a multi-articles
single-period production–distribution problem. This work has been expanded by [3,9,10]. More recently,
a more comprehensive models to optimize single-country supply chains was developed [6].

Other models introduce extensions in order to consider: the effect of taxes, duties, exchange prices that
force to optimize the global total profit instead of the total costs [2,5]; scale economies on manufacturing or
inventory systems [21]; the choice of technological manufacturing systems [23]; the effect of uncertainties on
demand or on exchange rates [13,20].

Basically, the global supply chain design models [2,4,11,12,27] are defined with:

• continuous variables: one per item, time period, facility with three kinds of activities (manufacturing,
inventory and shipping);

• binary and integer variables: one per facility describing whether the facility is used or not, and the num-
ber of resource lines opened;

• classical strategic planning linear constraints between theses variables;
• a cost function to minimize, that gathers variable costs (manufacturing, inventory and shipping) and
fixed costs (facilities and resource lines fixed costs).

Here, a classical GSCM is extended to consider the G-BOM. Many of the previous extensions could cer-
tainly be integrated to this model (especially taxes and duties). But, for simplicity, this paper concentrates
on the G-BOM integration with a classical GSCM model.
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The resolution will provide (i) the product family retained, (ii) the list of opened facilities and resource
lines and (iii) the optimal supply chain operating cost.

Therefore, let us add, for representing the generic bill-of-materials:

• binary variables: one for each item of the G-BOM describing whether the item exists or not, one for each
G-BOM link ‘‘parent (OR) ! child’’ (arising only with the ‘‘OR’’ nodes) describing if the parent item
requires or not the child item;

• constraints between these binary variables.

A mixed integer linear programming model is defined in the following as an extension of basic models
such as: (i) a single shipping channel is available between any two facilities; (ii) manufacturing or shipping
activities have much smaller lead-times than the time period, and thus are supposed continuous.

Literally, the model can be expressed as:

Minimize total cost = Fixed costs relevant to the existence of items, facilities and resource lines and ship-
ping channels (1) + Variable costs relevant to manufacturing, inventory and shipping (2).

We assume that the market shares do not depend on the choices made on the G-BOM. Moreover taxes,
duties and exchange rates are not considered. Otherwise, the objective would have been to maximize the
total profit.

Subject to constraints:

• Generic bill-of-materials constraints (constraints (3)–(9)).
• Item flow conservation constraints (constraints (10)–(13)).
• Shipping constraints (constraints (14) and (15)).
• Inventory constraints (constraints (16) and (17)).
• Capacity constraints (constraints (18)).
• Integrality constraints (constraints (19)).

But before detailing the model, let us depict the notations and variables.

3.1. Notations of sets, costs and parameters

The various sets used in the model:

P is the set of items of the generic bill-of-materials, indexed by p or q,
U is the set of physical items, indexed by p or q,
!U is the set of logical items, indexed by p or q,
BOMp is the set of child items of an item p (with ‘‘AND’’ or ‘‘OR’’ node),
BOM#1

p is the set of parent items of an item p,
Pc is the sub-set of items with external demand relevant to customer c, indexed by p or q,
P^ is the set of items with an ‘‘AND’’ node, indexed by p or q,
P_ is the set of items with an ‘‘OR’’ node, indexed by p or q,
T is the set of time periods, indexed by t,
C is the set of customers, indexed by c,
U is the set of production/inventory facilities, indexed by u or v,



R is the set of manufacturing resource types, indexed by r,
Pr is the set of physical items manufactured on the resource type r, indexed by p or q.

The fixed and variable costs of items, facilities and shipping channels:

ECFp is the fixed cost of existence of a physical item p,
UCFOu is the fixed cost of opening facility u 2 U,
UCFOru is the fixed cost of opening a line r at facility u 2 U,
MCFuv is the fixed cost of a shipping channel from facility u 2 U to v 2 U [ C,
UCVpu (resp. SCVpu) is the variable cost to make (resp. store) an item p at facility u 2 U,
MCVpuv is the variable cost of shipping one item p between facilities u 2 U and v 2 U [ C.

Parameters:

D is the duration of a time period,
M1 is the maximum number of items to manufacture, to store or to ship on a time period,
Dempct is the demand for item p from customer facility c during period t,
apq is the quantity of child item p required to make one unit of parent item q,
MaxLPru is the maximum number of resource lines of type r at facility u,
UResrp is the time of a resource line of type r necessary per product p 2 Pr,
Cfpu (resp. Ctpuv) is the manufacturing (resp. shipping) lead-time of product p at facility u 2 U (resp. up
to facility v 2 U[C) defined as a percentage of D,
Covpu is the percentage of manufacturing and shipping lead-time of product p to get at facility u 2 U as
safety stock.

3.2. Binary/continuous decision variables

Binary variables:

kp = 1 if item p exists, otherwise 0,
Xu = 1 if facility u is opened, otherwise 0,
kpq = 1 if item q 2 P_ requires item p as a child, otherwise 0. This binary variable selects a bill-of-mate-
rials link for item q with an ‘‘OR’’ node.
Zuv = 1 if the shipping channel between facilities u and v exists, otherwise 0,
LPOru 2 N is the integer number of resource lines of type r opened at facility u,

Continuous variables:

Xput is the amount of net requirement associated to an item p (physical or logical) at facility u during time
period t. For a physical item, this net requirement is also the quantity manufactured,
Xpqut is the amount of net requirement associated to a parent item q with node ‘‘OR’’ using a child item p
at facility u during period t, if the link q ! p exists (kpq = 1),
Yput is the amount of a physical item p stored at facility u at the end of time period t,
Zpuvt is the amount of physical item p shipped from facility u to facility v during period t,

Using these notations and decision variables, the mathematical programming model can be formulated.



3.3. Mathematical formulation

3.3.1. The objective
The model minimizes the sum of total costs: fixed cost relevant to the items (1.1), plus facility, resource

lines, shipping channel existences (1.2) plus variable manufacturing, inventory and shipping costs (2).
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3.3.2. Generic bill-of-materials constraints
The G-BOM constraints are introduced to express the existence of items and links of the G-BOM.

According to the type of the G-BOM node (‘‘AND’’ or ‘‘OR’’), different constraints restrict the binary vari-
ables kp. Recall that variables kpq are only defined if item q corresponds to an ‘‘OR’’ node in the G-BOM.

3.3.2.1. For any kind of node. Constraints (3) require that a net requirement is associated to an item p at
facility u if and only if this item exists and the relevant facility is opened. Constraint (4) expresses that when
an item p (without external demand) is selected, either one of its parent items with an ‘‘AND’’ node exists,
or a link relevant to an ‘‘OR’’ node exists.

Xput 6 M1 " kp and Xput 6 M1 " Xu 8p 2 P ; u 2 U [ C; t 2 T ; ð3Þ

kp 6
X

BOM#1
p \P^

q

kq þ
X

BOM#1
p \P_

q

kpq 8p 2 P # Pc: ð4Þ

3.3.2.2. For ‘‘OR’’ nodes. Constraints (5)–(8) are only relevant for items q with an ‘‘OR’’ node (q 2 P_).
Constraint (5) ensures that a link relevant to an ‘‘OR’’ node exists if, and only if, both parent and child
items exist. Constraint (6) stands that if an item q 2 P_ exists, one and only one link must be selected be-
tween q and its child items. Constraint (7) means that the existence of a net requirement of an item q triggers
a gross requirement on its child items. Constraint (8) makes sure that if a link q ! p exists, the net require-
ment associated to the item q requires the child item p.

kpq 6 kq and kpq 6 kp 8q 2 P_; p 2 BOMq; ð5Þ

X

BOMq

p

kpq ¼ kq 8q 2 P_; ð6Þ

X

BOMq

p

X pqut ¼ Xqut 8q 2 P_; u 2 U ; t 2 T ; ð7Þ



Xpqut 6 M1 " kpq 8q 2 P_; p 2 BOMq; u 2 U ; t 2 T : ð8Þ

Constraints (5)–(8), altogether, imply that:

Xpqut ¼ Xqut () kpq ¼ 1 8q 2 P_; p 2 BOMq; u 2 U ; t 2 T :

3.3.2.3. For ‘‘AND’’ nodes. Constraint (9) is given only for an item q with an ‘‘AND’’ node. It ensures that
the existence of a parent item q 2 P^ implies the existence of all its child items.

kp P kq 8q 2 P^; p 2 BOMq: ð9Þ

3.3.3. Flow conservation constraints
Flow conservation constraints specify that for each facility u and during each time period t, the inventory

variation of an item p must be equal to the sum of quantities generated in the facility (X) and coming from
other facilities (Z) minus the sum of quantities shipped to other facilities (Z and Dem) and minus the sum of
quantities consumed in the facility to satisfy the gross requirements associated to the parent items (X).

According to our G-BOM definition: (i) a logical item can neither be manufactured, stored nor shipped,
but it can generate a gross requirement in any facility, (ii) a physical item can neither be manufactured nor
stored in a customer facility, but it can be shipped to it.

Therefore, according to the type of facility (manufacturing or customer), and the type of item (physical
or logical), the flow conservation changes (see Fig. 7).

So, flow constraints are formulated for each case:

• Constraints (10): physical items in production facility,

8p 2 U; u 2 U ; t 2 T

Y put # Y put#1 ¼ Xput þ
X

U

v 6¼u

Zpvut #
X

U[C

v 6¼u

Zpuvt #
X

P_\BOM#1
p

q

apq " Xpqut #
X

P^\BOM#1
p

q

apq " Xqut:
ð10Þ

Fig. 7. Physical/logical item flows through a manufacturing or a customer facility.



• Constraints (11): logical items in production facility,

8p 2 !U; u 2 U ; t 2 T

0 ¼ Xput #
X

P_\BOM#1
pð Þ

q

apq " Xpqut #
X

P^\BOM#1
pð Þ

q

apq " Xqut:
ð11Þ

• Constraints (12): physical items in customer facility,

8p 2 U; c 2 C; t 2 T

Dempct ¼
X

U

v

Zpvct #
X

P_\BOM#1
p

q

apq " Xpqct #
X

P^\BOM#1
p

q

apq " Xqct:
ð12Þ

• Constraints (13): logical items in a customer facility,

8p 2 !U; c 2 C; t 2 T

Dempct ¼ Xpct #
X

P_\BOM#1
p

q

apq " Xpqct #
X

P^\BOM#1
p

q

apq " Xqct:
ð13Þ

3.3.4. Shipping constraints
Constraints (14) and (15) mean that shipping quantities depend on the existence of facilities, shipping

channels and items.

Zuv 6 Xu and Zuv 6 Xv 8u 2 U ; v 2 U # fug [ C; ð14Þ

0 6 Zpuvt 6 M1 " Zuv and Zpuvt 6 M1 " kp 8p 2 U; u 2 U ; v 2 U # fug [ C; t 2 T : ð15Þ

3.3.5. Inventory constraints
Constraint (16) shows that the inventory depends on existence of physical items and production

facilities.

Y put 6 M1 " Xu and Y put 6 M1 " kp 8p 2 U; u 2 U ; t 2 T : ð16Þ

A key point of supply chain design is to evaluate whether the postponement of an item can be useful.
Such a choice has an impact on the item!s lead-time. Items with long lead-times require larger safety stocks.
As a consequence, we model the safety stock of an item in a facility as a percentage of the flows during the
item!s lead-time. The flows under question will be the item internal production flow, the item supplying flow
from other facilities, and the item delivering flow to customers. Thus:

Y put P Covpu " Cf pu " Xput þ
X

U

v 6¼u

Ctpvu " Zpvut þ
X

C

c

Ctpuc " Zpuct

!

8p 2 U; u 2 U ; t 2 T : ð17Þ

3.3.6. Capacity constraints
These constraints express that enough resource lines must be opened into existing facilities in order to

manufacture the desired quantities.

X

Pr

p

X put " UResrp 6 D " LPOru 6 D "MaxLPru " Xu 8r 2 R; u 2 U ; t 2 T : ð18Þ



3.3.7. Binary variable constraints

Xu; Zuv; kp 2 f0; 1g; LPOru 2 N 8u 2 U ; v 2 U [ C; 8p 2 P

and kpq 2 f0; 1g 8q 2 P_; p 2 BOMq:
ð19Þ

4. Experimental evaluation

Some experiments were conducted on the problem of a wiring harness supplier of a car manufacturer.
The wiring harness system connects all the electrical components of a car. It is made of wires, connectors,

relays, fuses, computers and is distributed all over the car. It is concerned with all the electrical or electronic
functions, which are more than fifty. Consequently, the potential functional diversity is extremely large.

In practice, a restricted list of versions is proposed to the customers. But each version can be customized
by adding optional components. For a given set of functional requirements (a market segment) many de-
sign choices exist: one or several computers (in the front, for the motor, in the dashboard, in the back of the
car) connected or not with a bus, the use of relays or the connection of a function to a computer, where to
place connectors so that the wiring harness can be decomposed according to the location (door, motor,
roof, front, back) or functionally (ABS, Air bag, Air conditioning). This means that many variants can
be designed for a same market segment.

In this experiment the optional functions are not concerned. The generic bill-of-materials (G-BOM) is
depicted in Fig. 8 and results from a market segment strategy. Variants are assembled from basic compo-
nents (components 1 up to 48) and from computers (components 49, 50 and 51).

One key interest was to limit the number of versions of computers that are expensive and produced in
long runs. Therefore, several variants were designed per market segment using different computer compo-
nents. Note that some other components are also common to several variants.

The various combinations of choices relevant to the ‘‘OR’’ nodes of this generic bill-of-materials cover
48 product families. The optimization model must choose one of these product families while minimizing
the total cost of the supply chain.

Car manufacturers require that their first rank suppliers use synchronous facilities in order to achieve a
synchronous delivery. But the suppliers decide about the activities assigned to these synchronous facilities:
inventory, assembly of the finished products, and component manufacturing. Wiring harness assembly
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Variant 3.1 &
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7,12,18,21,28,34,35,50
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Fig. 8. A G-BOM for the application case.



requires a lot of manpower because the assembly process of wires cannot be automated. Consequently, it
seems interesting to investigate manufacturing and assembly possibilities in low cost countries. However,
this is less interesting for computer manufacturing facilities as they require some investments in high tech-
nology facilities and consequently a skilled workforce.

Fig. 9 depicts the supply chain that has been studied. Some of the facilities were not initially opened and
one interest of the approach was to evaluate if opening them could reduce the supply chain total cost.

The supply chain gathers: 4 synchronous facilities, each one dedicated to a customer, 7 manufacturing
facilities with 3 dedicated to computers and 4 to components.

The previous model has been coded in C++ with an Ilog-Cplex 6.5 library. With a demand expressed on
8 periods, the linear problem gathers 30,849 constraints, 20,073 real variables and 559 integer variables. It
has been solved with a SUN UltraSPARC/143MHz/192Mo-RAM in 744 seconds. The solution is depicted
in Fig. 10 for the product family and in Fig. 11 for the supply chain layout.

The same experiment has been processed with some simplified generic bill-of-materials, meaning that
each generic bill-of-materials represents a smaller combinatory. This is achieved by fixing choices on some
of the ‘‘OR’’ BOM nodes while keeping the same optimal solution. Computation time decreases with the
combinatory, as shown in Fig. 12, until the duration reaches 115 seconds when combinatory equals 1. For

Sub-assembly facility

Customer facility

Synchronous facility

Flow types

Computer facility

Fig. 9. The supply chain that must be designed.
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Fig. 10. Product family solution.



this last case, the generic bill-of-materials corresponds with the bill-of-materials of the optimal solution.
Thus, it is better to solve the problem once (744 seconds) than solving 48 problems (115 seconds each).

Another interest of the proposed model is to investigate the influence of the fixed cost of existence of
variants on the diversity level of the product family. The diversity level is defined by the number of variants
of the product family. In order to do so, a set of experiments has been made in which the variant existence
costs are multiplied by a coefficient between 0.01 and 150. The graphs of Fig. 13 show the sensibility of the
diversity level with respect to the fixed cost of existence of variants.

Sub-assembly facility

Customer facility

Synchronous facility

Computer facility

Fig. 11. The solution of the supply chain layout.
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5. Conclusion

In the goal of taking into account demand and product diversity, the two-step approach presented in this
paper allows to design a set of product families then to identify one product family and the layout of its
supply chain while minimizing the cost compromise ‘‘over equipment cost/references management cost’’.

It has been shown that the result of the first step could be modeled as a generic bill-of-materials (G-
BOM). Compared with a classical bill-of-materials using only physical articles and ‘‘AND’’ nodes, this
G-BOM introduces ‘‘logical articles’’ and ‘‘OR’’ nodes that allow to represent a set of product families that
fulfils a total demand characterized by a large diversity.

A mixed integer linear programming (MILP) model is introduced that enables to identify the product
family and its relevant supply chain, while optimizing a cost function. Compared to classical Global Supply
Chain Models, the proposed constraints and flow conservation equations permit to take into account the
proposed G-BOM. Some experiments showed that it was possible to solve this model in a reasonable
amount of time and the interest of the G-BOM formulation in terms of processing time.

Many extensions have been introduced in global supply chain models such as financial cost (duties,
taxes, exchange rates) or scale economies or choices of technological manufacturing systems or demand
instability. All these extension needs to be integrated with the G-BOM one.

The proposed approach takes into account three kinds of diversity:

• the market diversity thanks to requirements and service levels,
• the product diversity thanks to components and variants,
• the supply chain layout diversity thanks to logistics aspects.

In current industrial context where demand, design activities and facilities are more and more world-
wide distributed. The proposed elements can be considered as a step towards a global design approach.
The example that illustrates our proposition comes from the automotive industry, which is at the inter-
section of product diversity and logistic aspects. Nevertheless, this kind of problem can be met in many
other industrial domains like for example electrical appliance, PC industry, machine tools or electronic
systems.
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